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For some special classes of graphs an optimal coloring can be obtained by the "Kempe 
method":  color as many vertices as possible with q given colors, and then make one of these col- 
ors available for an uncolored vertex x0 by interchanging the two colors of a "bicolor compo- 
nent".  11 is well known that in general these interchanges cannot lead to an optimal coloring. 
We shall define here another type of color changes which can always lead to an optimal color- 
ing. The basic tool is the concept of an "odd alternating sequence". 
We sha l l  p rove :  
Theorem 1. Let G = (X, E) be a simple graph with vertex set X,  and let xo ~ X. 
Suppose that we have obtained a q-coloring "~t = (Sl, $2 . . . . .  Sq) fo r  the subgraph o f  
G induced by X -  {x0}. Then G is q-colorable i f  and only i f  there exists an alter- 
nating sequence 
cr = [xo(io),bo(Jo),xl(il),bl(jl ) . . . . .  xp+ l(ip+ l)] 
with the fol lowing properties: 
(1) the bk are distinct vertices o f  X -{x0},  and bke Sjk; 
(2) the Xk are distinct vertices o f  X,  and xk ¢ Si~ ; 
(3) fo r  k -  O, 1 . . . . .  p, the pair bk(Jk) is such that some previous element xx(ix), 
2 <_ k, satisfies either one o f  
(a) i x =j~. and [bk,x x ]eE ,  
(b)  i x 4~ja. and x;~ = b k ; 
(4) fo r  k= 1,2 . . . . .  p+ 1, the pair xk(ik) is such that no xx(i x) with 2<k satisfies 
both [Xk,Xx] 6E  and ik=ix; 
(5) fo r  k = 1, 2 . . . . .  p + 1, the pair xk(ik) is such that some previous element ba(j~) 
with 2 < k satisfies either one o f  
(a) j~ = i k and [Xk,b~] ~E, 
(b)  j;~ ~ i k and xk = b~ ; 
(6) the sequence ~ is maximal with respect to the rules (1) and (3), i.e. no 
bp + l(Jp+ !) can be added without violating these rules. 
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Proof .  (1) / J  there exists such a sequence {7 put B -  {b0, b~ . . . . .  b,}, A = {xo, xl . . . . .  
x,_ ~}. First, we remove the colors of  the vertices in B, and then we assign to x keA 
the color i~. for k=0,  1 ,2 , . . . ,p+ 1. 
The result is a color ing of  G, because the new color assigned to x~ does not con- 
flict with the new color assigned to .v~ if 2 < k (rule (4)); it does not conflict with the 
color  of  an unchanged vertex, because otherwise such a vertex b,  ~ 1 could be added 
to the sequence, and this contradicts the maximal i ty  of  {7. On the other hand, the 
number of  colored vertices in {7 was ]B] in the old color ing (by rule (3) and the max- 
imality of  {7), and is IAI - I BI + 1 in the new coloring. Thus we have obtained a com- 
plete q-color ing of G. 
(2) I JG  is q-colorable, put Q-  { 1, 2 . . . . .  q}, and consider the complete graph K,t 
on Q. The Cartesian sum G+Kq is a graph on X×Q where (x, i)  and (y, j )  are join- 
ed if and only if [a,y] eE  and i= j ,  or x=y and i-~j. Every stable set So of  G+Kq 
defines a part ial  q-color ing of  G as follows: color the vertex x of G with color i if 
and only if (a; i) e S 0. Conversely,  every part ial  q-color ing of  G defines a stable set 
of  G + K~. 
If G is q-colorable,  then a q-color ing .7~t- (Sl, $2 . . . . .  Sq) of  G-  {xo} corresponds 
in G + Kq to a stable set Bo which is not maximum, and an opt imal  q-co lor ing/ / ; /  
of  G corresponds to a maximum stable set A0. Then, a known result [1, Chapter  
13, Theorem 2] shows that there exists in G ~Kct an alternating sequence 
{7 = (al,bl,a2,b2 . . . . .  a v) 
with a i @ Ao, b~ ~_ Bo, such that 
Ca) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
It is 
by the 
a I - xo~A0;  
bk~Bo {bl,be . . . . .  bh i} and ~;(bh.)N{al ,b l ,ae,  b ~ . . . . .  ak}:~0; 
aAcAc) -{a l ,a2  . . . . .  a~ i} and F(a~.)N{bl,b2 . . . . .  b~. i}:~0; 
the sequence {7 is maximal. 
easy to check that such a sequence corresponds in G to a sequence {7 defined 
rules (1)-(6) .  
The procedure is much simpler for a claw-free graph (i.e. a graph without an in- 
duced /(1,0. 
Let G be a claw-free graph with only one vertex x 0 which is left uncolored in a 
part ia l  q-color ing '~'~t and consider an odd alternating sequence {7-[xo(io),bo(jo), 
.vi(il) . . . .  ] as before. We shall consider an arborescence H with vertices x0(i0), 
bo(jo), .vl(il) . . . . .  whose arcs are the "heavy arcs"  and the " l ight arcs"  defined as 
follows: 
(i) if bk(Jk) has been obtained by rule (3a) from an element x;(i~), 2<k,  draw 
a directed heavy line from x;(i~) to b~(j,0; 
(ii) if b~(j~) has been obtained by rule (3b), draw a directed light line from 
x;(i;) to b~(j~); 
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Fig. 1. 
(iii) if xk(i~) has been obtained by rule (5a) from an element ba(j¢.), draw a 
directed heavy line from bx(jx) to xk(ik); 
(iv) if xk(ik) has been obtained by rule (5b), draw similary a directed light line 
from ba(jx) to xk(bk). 
Consider with a partial 3-coloring a graph G consisting of 10 vertices A, B, C, D, 
E,F, G, H, I, x0 as in Fig. 1; all the pairs of vertices which are not on the same row 
or on the same column are joined by an edge, so that the sets ADG, BEH, CF1 are 
stable and are respectively of color 1, 2, 3. 
No color is available for the vertex )Co. A sequence of interchanges does not help, 
because interchanging the colors i and j in a bicolor component Cij gives a new col- 
oring which is equivalent to the previous one. Thus the Kempe method is hopeless. 
But an iterative procedure to construct an arborescence H which is a path gives 
immediately an optimal 3-coloring of G. 
For instance try: i 0 -  1. No choice is left for the alternating sequence xo(1), b0(1), 
x1(3), bl(3),x2(2) ..... x6(1) corresponding to a path: xoGFBDHC. This odd sequence 
gives immediately an optimal 3-coloring (see Fig. 1). 
If we try /0=2, we obtain also an odd alternating sequence corresponding to a 
path xoHFGCEA, and an optimal 3-coloring. 
Open questions. Does Theorem l allow to obtain a good estimate for the complexi- 
ty of the coloring problem (in a claw-free graph)? 
Does Theorem 1 allow to simplify the proof of Vizing's theorem? 
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